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FOLK THEORY
when humans strive to connect related phenomena and make sense 
of work 

folk - shared by social group + from everyday experience 
theory – uses abstractions; enable predictions, guide behavior

Example of Folk Theory + Motion: 
Theories developed by different people = diff. forms of same basic theory; 
inconsistent with fundamental physics 

1. based on everyday experience
2. varies among ind. but shares important elements
3. inconsistent with fundamental physical principles 
4. persists in face of formal physics training

When folk and institutional theories differ: folk considered wrong
Must find problems folk theory does address correctly and look at explanatory 
mechanisms it uses 

Why Thermostats: 
Info is almost entirely based on folk theories (don’t need to study them to pass 
school) and people use them all the time so must be knowledge base to guide 
behavior 

Improved understanding of how people use thermostats would have practical 
use for national energy programs

Feedback Theory:

When house too cold, thermostat turns furnace on/when too hot, turns it off
Setting controlled by moveable dial/lever determines on/off temperature 
Theory posits furnace runs at single constant heat, so amount of heat controlled by 
length of time furnace is on

i.e. If heat adjusted up only a little, then furnace will only run short 
amount of time and vice versa
Left at one setting, the furnace will cycle on/off to maintain that 
temperature
Engineers see this is simplified but essentially correct

“Thermostat is a little person with a switch controlling the furnace. The little person 
turns the switch on and off based on perceived temperature” – self regulating 
device 

Management:

 Valve theory holds strong here: when colder outside, must turn heat up

In many homes, infiltration and distribution asymmetries will cool marginal 
rooms in cold weather 

Feedback theory: not necessary under this pretense 

Will Higher Temperature Speed Warmup:

Feedback theory: denies faster warmup because thermostat runs at consistent rate 

Valve theory: person entering from cold outside won’t feel warm when air first 
reaches correct temperature, so must be set higher, then come back down to 
normal setting 

Expert’s Perspective:

valve theory issue: does not correspond to mechanism inside device - inside, one 
sees a temperature activated switch that can be on/off but doesn’t control amount 
of heat from furnace 

Why do heating expert’s consider valve theory incorrect even though it offers users 
same amount of useful predictions as feedback theory?

Feedback theory can be arrived at from full theory with the adding details and 
adjacent systems 
Valve theory requires conversion 

    - ie. “oh I see it’s not a valve, it’s an automatic switch

“A theory that is useful to designing thermostats is not guaranteed to be a good 
theory for using them.”

“When operation of the system is made visible, the folk…chose feedback theory.”

The Valve Theory:

Thermostat controls the rate at which the furnace generates heat
Thermostat dial isn’t just on/off, it also controls rate of heat flow
Linear, continuous flow of heat being regulated through dial
If put at higher heat, will heat room faster 
Even temperature is not maintained by thermostat, instead it’s by human operator 
- operator adjusts so rate of heat matches rate of heat leaving 

Our environment contains more valves than feedback devices, thus more 
people will associate with valve theory. Even those who have feedback theory 
will have a valve theory 

Resistant to Change
Bill’s return to valve theory after the interviewer informed him of feedback 
theory shows that folk theory is resistant to change
Other ind. interviewed also continued to follow this theory even if they saw it 
as ineffective  

TWO THEORY HYPOTHESIS: 
1. Feedback Theory
Thermostat senses temperature and turns furnace on/off to maintain even 
temperature 

2. Valve Theory
Thermostat controls the heat much like gas burner or water valve with a higher 
setting causing higher rate of flow

Both theories simplify and distort - each has own operational errors and 
inconsistencies and own advantages

FUNCTIONALITY OF THE TWO THEORIES:

Asking how well the two theories meets the goals of its users

Related Cognitive Structures:

“naive theory,” “mental models”, “naive problem representation”, 
or “intuitive theory”


